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Eat. Olien has traveled the world, exploring the health properties of foods which have sustained
indigenous cultures for centuries. Detox. In this groundbreaking health-and-lifestyle direct,
nutritionist and superfoods expert Darin Olien supplies the keys to understanding and utilizing
five life forces - quality nourishment, hydration, detoxification, oxygenation, and alkalization - the
factors that determine whether we will be healthy, fit, and free of illness. Neutralize. Contained in
the audiobook are an indispensable "how exactly to eat" user's instruction with a shopping list, a
balanced diet program, and suggestions on what to dispose of and on supplementing effectively,
to get us began on the way to the best health of our lives. Breathe. Drink. Putting his analysis
into practice, he tells how exactly to maintain healthy fat, prevent even the most severe of
diseases, and feel good - all without restrictive or gimmicky diet plans that never function in the
long term. Frequently we observe our health only when something moves wrong. Daily aches and
pains are deemed regular - a headache here and there, a sore back again, occasional acid reflux.
In doing so he smashes common myths about diet. However, these little complaints, Olien
argues, must not be taken lightly - they are signals of underlying problems, and when we
disregard them, we invite disease. With a thorough, holistic, and unique approach to wellness,
Olien teaches us how exactly to harness the superpowers of food, water, oxygen, and pH
balance. But when a medical diagnosis comes, we have been taken by surprise. Good health is
that simple.
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Total Genius with Practical Applications SUPERLIFE IS SUPER! Darin is the real deal and he has
true answers that will help you live an improved life beginning today. Darin Olien is usually a
complete genius in his writing design and delivery. I recommend this book for every person you
understand. Darin shares from the center and provides a street map on how it is possible to live a
Superlife too.! It's divided and simple for anybody to pick up and begin making changes to sense
better. They're not!! Five Stars i found this book very intresting One Star Couldn't get past the first
chapter, drink only distilled drinking water. Yes, there is practical application in all areas of your
life and tid bits of understanding that will have you with your jaw on to the floor. Amazing Book!
Everything I have protected has landed me right where Darin takes you in this reserve, cover to
cover the most concise yet very detailed bible of healthful "SUPERLIFE". Inspiring! My new
dietary, way of living Bible. Superlife is smart and yet does not come across as arrogant of
preaching. Every spare moment I have had these last few years offers been spent reading and
learning food and its own affects on our bodies. Darin Olien is the real point, and his assistance
is all scientifically audio, but he helps it be sound awesome. "Who do you want to give your
money to, the doctor or the grocer, the farmer or the pharmacist?" Exactly! I'm buying several and
giving them to the people I really like. Life Changing Book Such a great book. What a read! It
fundamentally breaks it into steps to truly have a healthier life style, lose weight, feel happier &
more energetic, clean and detox your body and just be "eternally awesome" :)Do yourself a favor
and READ THIS Reserve - life changer! Knowledge is power! So much information and assets to
assist you change your life I took thus many notes out of this publication and really enjoyed it
and learned a lot.. Easy to read, loved the resources at the end and lists. Makes you really want
to overhaul your daily life and gave me a lot more passion for living a clean lifestyle. Gave me
authorization to live a Superlife The thing I like most concerning this book is that it offers me
permission to just agree that feeding the body well, hydrating, resting it, exercising it and
adopting the paradigm that if you simply lead with health - all the things fall into place. Im quite a
long time fitness enthusiast on the windy journey to better health - I take the current info and try
to procedure it and lead an improved life - but I have to admit - I have had a few barriers with
regards to committing to better resources, better quality over comfort, taste, habit & desire...it is
hard to be healthy - but we have been worth it. And as a mom, I dont want to pick and select what
my kids do if it simply suits me. Excellent reserve, I follow him on FB drinking my distilled
drinking water with Himalayan salt.....that is what I liked most concerning this publication.. i
shared lots of it with my teammates and customers online and they liked the articles as well.that
I've permission to check out life from leading with health..I'd like them to start young with good
behaviors - and yes - live in moderation but also live a superlife.the information had not been all
verifiable, plus some of the studies used were remote and specific and even a few of the advice
was simplistic - but overall - I thought a few of the more complex body systems were well
explained - fairly simple, not dumbed down.. Superlife is a book that would be great if it had been
an audio as I wish to listen to it in the car! Olien for writing this informative book..!! Excellent
reserve with interesting notes and information. They're what maintain us alive and juicy. Five
Stars Awesome book ! I bought several more copies for present giving!. This book is an easy read
that is clean, fun and delivers. Recommend this read for newbies on the road to health as well as
those who think they are doing all they can already, it will likely teach you a few new ideas. In the
end, our bodies are amazing machines! A book by the creator of Shakeology.in conditions I
understand and will wrap my mind around. I have always felt that good balanced diet is our true
medicine.Thank you Darin Olien! This reserve is easy to read and comprehend and I love the
sense of humor! I recommend this reserve if you need to turn your daily life around for the better



with great well balanced meals! Great recipes, too! Finally, a health/nutrition/fitness book with a
sense of joy and fun and love of life instead of the usual doom and gloom doctors ordering us
around and making good food and exercise sound like medicine. Darin knocked it out of the
park!.. My new dietary, life-style Bible. I'm fed up with reading "magic pill" books for weight
reduction (that don't work) this is actually the book for a healthy LIFESTYLE. Darin changed my
life with Shakeology and today this book may be the icing. I look forward to sharing this reserve
with everyone in my own life. Because we all have been so different it is rather hard to know what
to follow. Superlife is super awesome! I am a beachbody coach and I absolutely LOVE
shakeology but scanning this from the creator of Shakeology was just the best decision I have
made. Simply "Super" read for anyone seeking greater health and fitness My only regret about
this book is that it did not exist when my health journey started 3 years ago! Cleanse is perfect
which includes what things to eat and steps to make recipes. Excellent book, We follow him on
FB drinking my .. I really like the way Darin makes it actual, you know the person knows his stuff
just by the way it is presented. I'm fed up with . Whether recipes, advice in life, practical changes
or simply pure awesomeness.!. Five Stars Great Nutritional information and has been shared
often over Great Book Si very much love atlanta divorce attorneys detail and explaining Great
Book Si very much love atlanta divorce attorneys detail and explaining, a great tool to start a
fresh Super live ! Shhhhhh don't tell anyone but you will definitely learn many things through the
fun journey of this book... Could it be anything apart from great? I have always felt that great
balanced diet is our true medicine Thank you Mr. Could it be anything other than great?
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